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1. INTRODUCTION 
LetF be a field of characteristicp > 2. An Albert-Zassenhaus algebra [l] over 
F is a Lie algebraL(G, 0) where G is a finite subgroup of the additive group F+ 
and 0: G + F+ is a homomorphism. (A more complete description appears later 
in this section.) In this paper we study isomorphisms among the L(G, 0) and 
between these algebras and members of other families of simple Lie algebras. 
In particular, when F is algebraically closed and p > 3, we show (using a recent 
result of Wilson [7]) that there are exactly n isomorphism classes of Albert- 
Zassenhaus algebras of dimension p”. (Note that dim L(G, 0) = 1 G / is always 
a power of p.) Also, the L(G, 0) with 0 not of the form XI where h EF and I is 
the identity map, are exactly those algebras of Wilson’s generalized Cartan type 
H(2 : m : @)(2) (see [6]) which have p-power dimension. 
In our previous paper [2], we defined a family of simple Lie algebras L,(f) of 
dimension p” over F. Here f E F[A”l is a p-polynomial, i.e. f has the form 
f(X) = a,xpm + Lx,+lX~m-l -t ... + crlX” + a,x. 
If m < n - 1, set 01,+i = ... = 01,.-i = 0. In any case, only 01~ ,..., 01,-i are 
relevant and they are called the defining coeficients of L,( f ). (If n = 1, there are no 
defining coefficients and L,(f) = L,(O) . is isomorphic to the Witt algebra. In 
general, L,(O) is the Zassenhaus algebra of dimension p”.) The main result of [2] 
was that the L,(f) are the only algebras of dimension >p which contain a self- 
centralizing ad-nilpotent (s.c.a.n.) element. 
We also showed there that when F is perfect, then every L(G, 0) contains a 
s.c.a.n. element and thus is isomorphic to some L,(f). In Section 2 of this paper, 
we show that in fact if F is perfect and G C F+ is any subgroup of order p”, 
then every LJf) is isomorphic to L(G, 0) for some homomorphism 0: G + F+. 
An additional consequence of the proof of the isomorphisms between the L,(f) 
and the L(G, 0) is the existence of infinitely many conjugacy classes of one 
dimensional Cartan subalgebras in these algebras, when F is infinite. 
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Our investigation of isomorphisms among the algebras L(G, 0) is carried out 
in terms of the L,(f) al t re iza ion of these algebras. The problem is to decide 
whether or not two sets of defining coefficients determine isomorphic algebras. 
This problem is solved in Section 4 by the construction (when p > 3) of a 
numerical invariant of L,,(f) which suffices to distinguish n isomorphism classes 
of these algebras. Wilson’s result [7] then implies that when F is algebraically 
closed, this invariant q(L) is “complete” in that it takes distinct values on non- 
isomorphic algebras. Since &5,(f)) can be computed directly from the defining 
coefficients, it provides an algorithm for deciding isomorphism. 
The key to the construction of the invariant is the fact that the subalgebra of 
codimension 2 in L,(f) is unique when p > 3. The existence of this subalgebra 
was proved in [2] and (for L(G, 0)) in [6]. Th e uniqueness is established in 
Section 3 of this paper. 
Before closing this section, we remind the reader of the precise definitions of 
the algebras L(G, 0) and Ln(f) with which we shall be working. Let G C F+ be 
a finite subgroup and 0: G ---f F+ a homomorphism. Then L(G, 0) is the F-span 
of the svmbols u, for (J E G with 
[t&u,] = (T - CT + c&(T) - TO(u))U,t, . (1-l) 
Given defining coefficients 01~ , 01~ ,..., 01,-r E F, the algebra L%(f) can be 
defined as the F-span of the symbols yi for - 1 < i < pn - 2 with 
where 
and 
n-1 
[YiYjl = aijYi+j + C (Yvb:;)Yi+j-pV 
v=l 
a,, = 
( 
i+j+l 
1-i 
i+j+1 
.i i 1 
(l-4 
It follows from the properties of binomial coefficients that for -1 < i, 
j < pn - 2, we have 
and 
aij=Omodpunless-1 <ifj<p”-2 
bjr)~Omodpunless--1 <i+j-p”<p?l-2 
and thus equation (1.2) makes sense even when subscripts are out of range. We 
mention in particular that a_,. = 1 and 6(r;‘, = 0 forj > 0 so that 
rr-lYJ = Y&l . 
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Other especially important values of these coefficients are 
for allj > -1 and 
fori > py - 1. (See [2, Section 43 for further discussion of the&(f).) 
In the special case where f = 0, we write 2, or Z,(F) for L,(O). Our justifica- 
tion for calling Z, a “Zassenhaus algebra” is that if F is perfect and G C F’ with 
j G 1 = pn, then Z,(F) z L(G, 0) and L(G, 0) is the algebra defined by Zassen- 
haus [8]. We mention that Ln(f) G Z, only when all defining coefficients are 
zero. (This is Theorem 4.6 of [2].) 
Another fact about the L,(f) which we shall need is that while every one of 
these algebras has a subalgebra of codimension 2 [2, Theorem 8.11, there is a 
subalgebra of codimension 1 iff L,(f) E Z, [2, Theorem 3.21. Therefore, a 
subalgebra of codimension 1 exists in L,(f) iff all defining coefficients vanish. 
2. ISOMORPHIC ALGEBRAS AND MINIMAL POLYNOMIALS 
Let F have characteristic p > 2. In [2] we showed that if F is perfect, then 
every Albert-Zassenhaus algebra L(G, 0) is isomorphic to L,(f) for some 
p-polynomial f. The proof in [2] proceeds by finding a s.c.a.n. element in L(G, 0) 
and then arguing that the existence of this element implies that the algebra is of 
the form L,(f). This approach is analogous to the method used by Ree [5] to 
study Zassenhaus algebras. 
In this section we use a method related to that used by Brown [4] for 
Zassenhaus algebras, and we prove a stronger result. We show directly that over 
suitable fields, the families of algebras L,(f) and L(G, 0) are identical. The 
method depends on the computation of the minimal polynomial of ad s for certain 
elements s EL,(f). As a by-product of this computation, we obtain some 
information about Cartan subalgebras of the L,(f) and the L(G, 0). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let F be perfect with char(F) = p > 2 and let G CF+ be a 
subgroup with 1 G j = pn > 1. Then 
(a) For every homomorphism 0: G +Ff, there exists a p-polynomial 
f EF[X] such that L(G, 0) EL,(f). 
(b) For every p-polynomialf E F[X], there exists a homomorphism 0: G -+F+ 
with L,(f) g L(G, 0). 
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(c) Given another G1 C F+ with 1 Gr j = p”, then there is a homomorphism 
0,: G1 + F+ such that L(G, @) rL(G, , 0,). 
(d) L( G, 0) g 2, iff O(a) = Xo for CT E G for some$xed X E F. 
We mention that part (d) of this theorem was proved forp > 3 by Block [3]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let F be a $eld with char(F) = p > 0 and let G _C F+ be a 
subgroup with / G 1 = p”. Let 0: G -+ F+ be a homomorphism. Then there exists 
a p-polynomial f E F[X] of degree <p*-l such that O(U) = f(u) for all (T E G. 
Proof. Let V CF[X”j be the space of p-polynomials of degree <pn-l. For 
f 6 VT, we havef(a + r) = f (o) + f ( ) f 7 or 0, r E F and f defines a homomorphism 
0, E Hom(G, F+). Now Hom(G, F+) is an F-space of dimension n as is V. Also 
the map f + 0, is a linear transformation. Since 1 G / > deg f for f E V, the map 
V - Hom(G, F+) is one-to-one and thus is onto. 1 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let G CF+ where char(F) = p > 0 and / G / = pn. Then G 
is the set of roots of some p-polynomial f E FIX] of degree p”. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.2 to the map u -+ orn which is a homomorphism of G 
into F+. 1 
To prove Theorem 2.1 we consider elements s E Lla(f) of the special form 
s = y-1 + i avypy--2 
v=l 
(2.1) 
for a, E F. In particular, if a, # 0 and the field contains the eigenvalues of ad s, 
then suitable eigenvectors of ad s will turn out to be a “group basis” for Ln(f) 
which realizes it as an Albert-Zassenhaus algebra. 
Given a, , a2 ,..., a,, E F, we define polynomials h, E F[Xj for 1 < R < n as 
follows: 
h,(X) = Xi” - (alX)p”-’ - ... - (akplX)” - a,X. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let L = L,(f) b e e ne over an arbitrary field F of charac- dfi d 
teristic p > 2 and let s EL be as in (2.1). We have: 
(a) The polynomial h,,(X) is both the minimal and characteristic polynomial 
of ad s. 
(b) If 5 E F is an eigenvalue of ad s, then the corresponding eigenspace is one- 
dimensional. There exists an eigenvector vp = C Aiyi with the property that 
AmI = 1, X, = 5, and A+1 = h,(f) for 1 < Y ,( n - 1. 
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Remark. Brown [4, Lemma 3, p. 10151 h s owed in the case of Z, = L,(O) that 
there exist polynomials pi cF[Xr ,..., Xi] such that ad s satisfies the polynomial 
X”” + p&z,)X”“-l + p&z, , a2)x”“-2 + .” + Pn(Q1 ,..., 4x. 
Theorem 2.4 extends Brown’s result by explicitly calculating the minimal 
polynomial of ad s not only in the case of L,(O), but also for arbitrary L,(f). 
We will show first how Theorem 2.4 can be used to prove Theorem 2.1, and 
then obtain Theorem 2.4 as the final result in a series of lemmas. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Corollary 2.3, G is the set of roots of some p-poly- 
nomial of degree p”. Since F is perfect we can choose a, ,..., a, E F such that this 
polynomial has the form Xp” - (u~X)P”-~ - ... - u,X = h,(X). Fix these a, 
and the corresponding polynomials. 
Let L,(f) have defining coefficients 01, ..., 01,-r and let s EL,(~) be given by 
s = y-r + z u,,yPy-a as in equation (2.1). Then by Theorem 2.4 the set of 
eigenvalues of ad s is G, and for each u E G we have an eigenvector v, with y-r 
coordinate equal to 1. Since the V~ for u E G are eigenvectors for distinct eigen- 
values of ad s, they are linearly independent. Thus, the v,, form a basis for&(f) 
because dimL,(f) = p” = / G /. For u, 7 E G we must have [v0v7] = Y~,~v,,+, 
for some y0,7 E F. To compute y0,7 we evaluate the coefficient of y-r in [v,,v~]. 
Now [yiyi] can involve y-r only when i + j = - 1 or i + j = p” - 1 for 
1 <v<n--1. However, if i+j=p”--1 and ;,j>O, we have b@)= 
(f) - (;) = 0. Th usonlywheni=Oandj=--1 orp”-1 for some v or 
vice versa, does [yiyj] involve y-r . 
Write v, = C hiyi and z’, = C piyi. Then we have: 
n-1 n-1 
Y 
zz h 
(r-7 -1po - h,CL-l + ho c 4PPYL1 - PO c ~.~~p"-l 
V=l v=l 
= i- - u + u C cxyhy(T) - T C gh,(u). 
Since each h, is a p-polynomial, we may define 0 E Hom(G, F+) on G by 
O(a) = C a&,(a). We have 
[vovJ = (T - u + U@(T) - TO(U))V,+, .
We conclude L,(f) z L(G, 0), and so (b) holds. 
Let I denote the identity map G -+ F. Since L(G, 0) = L(G, 0 - AI) for all 
h EF; in order to prove (a) it suffices to show that given any 0 E Hom(G, F+) we 
can choose A E F and defining coefficients 01~ ,..., an-r E F such that 
n-1 
O(u) - ho = c ‘x$“(U). 
"=l 
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By Lemma 2.2, however, we have O(u) = K(a) for u E G where k is a p-poly- 
nomial of degree <p+1. Since the p-polynomials h,(X),..., h,(X) together with 
h,(X) = X form a basis for the space of p-polynomials of degree <pn-l, part (a) 
of the theorem follows. 
Part (c) is a consequence of (a) and (b) with Gr replacing G in (b). 
Finally, L,(f) z 2, iff all 01~ = 0 by Th eorem 4.6 of [2]. Thus 2,~ L(G, 0) = 
L(G, Al). Conversely, if 0 E Hom(G, F+) and 0 is not of the form AI’, then by the 
above argument L(G, 0) =L,(f) where not all defining coefficients are zero, 
and thus L(G, 0) C$ Z,, . 1 
The polynomials h,(X) = XDk - (arX)P”-’ - ... - a,X will play a central 
role in the proof of Theorem 2.4 as will the next result concerning them. 
LEMMA 2.5. 
(4 hk+dX) = hkWp - ak+J 
(b) h,+,(X) = h,(X) flf=, hi(X)p-r - 2::: a,X . nF=, hg(X)p-l. 
Proof. Part (a) is clear from the definition, while (b) can be done by an 
inductive argument. The case k = 1 says h,(X) = h,(X) . Irl(X)g-r - a,X, 
which is true by (a). We assume the result for values less than k and consider the 
right side of (b). Removing the last term, which is -aa+lX, one can factor 
h,(X)@-r out of the remaining terms to leave 
k-l 
$(X) . n hi(X)“-l - i a,X . ‘< hi(X)P-l. 
i=l e=2 i=e 
By our inductive hypothesis this is I&(X). Thus, the right side is 
hk(X) * h,(X)“-l - a k+lX which equals hk+r(X) by (a). 1 
We need to compute certain values of the coefficients aij and bj;‘. This lemma 
will be used again in Section 3. 
LEMMA 2.6. Fix integers v, e > 1. For all integers c 3 0, we have thefollowing. 
(All congruences are mod p.) 
(a) apc-z,C9. = 2; ape-2,c+l = -1. 
(b) a96-2,i = 0 for all other j. 
(c) baYs)-Z,cps s -l~e>voorifv>eandcpe>~. 
(d) b$&,s-I = 1 if v > e and cp” 3 py. 
(e) b$&,s+VVI = 1 if e > v. 
(f) b$& 3 Ofor all other j. 
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Proof. Lemma 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 of [2] p rovide a relatively easy method 
for evaluating binomial coefficients modp. In particular, they yield (a) and (b) 
immediately. 
We have ba”d_,,j = r - s where 
1) 
) and 
s= 
( 
i+(P”--l -pY> 
j 1. 
NOW [2, 2.4 and 2.31 yield r E 0 modp unless j - p’ + 1 3 0 or 1 modpe. 
Thus 
r=lmodpifj=cpe+p’-lforsomec>O 
r--lmodpifj=cpe+p’forsomec>O 
r = 0 mod p otherwise. 
Similarly, s = 0 mod p unless v < e and j G 0 or py mod pe. Thus 
s~lmodpifv<eandj=cp~forsomec>O 
s=----lmodpifv<eandj=cpe+~forsomec>O 
s = 0 modp otherwise. 
The result now follows. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. To determine the minimal and characteristic poly- 
nomials of S = ad s where s = y-r + Cz, a,y,,..., , we will assume f is an 
eigenvalue of ad s with corresponding eigenvector v( = 2 h,yi and we solve 
the equations involving the X’s which arise from S(vJ = fvE . From Lemma 2.6 
we obtain 
(ad ype--P) (c $Y,) 
To compute the coefficient of yi in S(wc) we observe that if jf -2, -3 modp 
then yi comes only from [y-i , &+iyi+r]. Therefore 
for j + -2, -3. (2.3) 
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On the other hand ifj = -2, -3, there are contributions to the yj term in 
S(np) arising from expressions like [yse-a , ur] as well as from [y-r , ZJJ. To obtain 
the coefficient of yj for j = -2, -3 we fix j = dpk - 3 or dpk - 2 where 
p { d and K > 1, and analyze (ad y&(C hi yi) for a yj term. 
The terms in (2.2) h h w ic involve yi are of three kinds. They correspond to 
values of c > 0 and Y >, 1 such that 
(i) dpk = (c + 1)~” 
(ii) dpk = (c+ l)pe -yforv > eandcpe >p 
(iii) dpk = (c + 1)~” --p” for v < e. 
(In fact, type (iii) only occurs when j = dp” - 2 and not when j = dp” - 3.) 
Now (i) implies that e < K and for each such e there is a unique value of c. In 
situation (ii) we also must have e < K and for each e < k and v > e we obtain a 
unique c which will automatically satisfy the condition that cpe > py since 
cpe - py = dpk - p” > 0. Also, (iii) implies that v = 12 and thus e > K. 
Furthermore, we see that pe-k must divide d + 1 in this case. Every choice of 
e > h = v for which pe-k j (d + 1) determines a unique c for which (iii) is 
is satisfied. 
We summarize the conditions on v and e such that terms of the various types 
can occur in (2.2): 
(i) e < K 
(ii) e < K, v > e 
(iii) e > k, v = K, pe-lc 1 (d + 1). 
Equating the coefficients of ydPk-a on the left and right sides of &‘(a<) = &I, 
and using (2.2) and the above analysis, we obtain 
In the same manner the equation for the coefficients of ydek-a is given by 
(2.5) 
Now if we multiply (2.4) by 5 and add it to (2.5), we can cancel the term 
[&k-a from both sides. The resulting equation can be further simplified 
481/57/z-4 
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using (2.3) since hdPti+,,-De = &;\dpk+pVY-pe-l and &~,k-~e = C%P~--Y~--I . Thus we 
obtain 
By repeated applications of (2.3) we have h&k-a = &-2hdp~-p-I , and also by 
(2.3) X~d+l)D~+,e = &d+l)s~+,-I . These observations together with the previous 
equation yield an expression for hdDti-r: 
Pk (d+l) 
The subscripts of the h’s on the right are all congruent to -1 modp, and are 
all less than dp” - 1. This enables us to use an inductive argument to compute 
the x’s. Now (2.3)-(2.6) show that if A-, = 0, then all the h’s are 0. Thus, there 
is a unique eigenvector (up to scalar multiple) for each eigenvalue [ E F. Con- 
sequently we can and will assume )I-] = 1. Then A, = &, = 5 by (2.3) and so 
we have obtained the first results in Theorem 2.4(b). 
Before determining the remaining X’s two further observations are helpful. 
First, since [” - al( = IQ([), the first two terms of (2.6) can be combined and 
we obtain 
Secondly, this recursion formula remains valid for dpk = p”, but then the left 
side, which is A,,-r , is zero since there is no ysn-r . 
For convenience we adopt the notation AdPr = hdDn-, . Suppose we are 
interested in calculating Ad Dt+...+d 2, whereO<di<p-l.Weletpi=lif 
di = p - 1, pi = 0 otherwitse, and’define piai = /3i ... &-r . We need sequences 
of integers chosen as follows: 
Y = (4 ,.A ,..., i, ,j,> where il < jl < i, <j, < ... < in <j, . 
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(We also allow y = ,E .) If all elements of y lie between b and c, vve write b < 
y < c. Now for each such sequence define: 
A(Y) = %4 = 1 if y= 8. 
A(Y) = fi tcuirujr and 4Y) = fi Pi,,j, otherwise. 
T-1 i-1 
T(y) == @ if y= 0. 
r(Y) = ij [ir , jr - 11 where [i? ,iT - 1] = {m E Z ! i, < m -<jr - 1). 
r=1 
As an easy consequence of these definitions, we have: 
LEMMA 2.7. B(y) = 1 iff dl = p - 1 for all 1 E T(y) and otherwise B(y) -= 0. 
Furthermore, if y = (i, ,..., j,} and S = {i,+l ,..., jv> with j, ,< iu+l , then for 
77 = (4 ,...,j% , i,+l ,..., j,) we have A(T) = A(y) A(S), I?(T) = B(r) B(6), and 
nd = w ” W). 
It should be noted that the above remain valid if y or 6 is empty. 
LEMMA 2.8. For 0 < di < p - 1 
Before beginning the proof of Lemma 2.8 let us observe that according to it, 
if no di is p - 1, then only the empty sequence gives a non-zero term. Con- 
sequently: 
COROLLARY 2.9. If di # p - 1 for any i = I ,..., t, then 
h d&+...+d@-1 - -A dtpt+...+dln = ht(od’ “’ h,(6)d’. 
COROLLARY 2.10. (Theorem 2.4(b)) &,-i = h,(t). 
COROLLARY 2.11. Each ekenvalue 5 of ad s is a root of h,(X). 
Proof. h,(5) = hsn-1 = 0. 1 
Proof ofLemma 2.8. The proof proceeds by induction on the subscript of A. 
Now il, = X_, = 1, so we assume the result holds for numbers less than dpk 
where p f d. Let us suppose further that d = d,pt-” + ... + dk for 0 < di < 
p - 1 so that dpk = d,p* + ... + dkpk. The subscripts needed in formula (2.7) 
are (i) dpk - pe for e < k, (ii) dpk - p” + p” for v < e ,< k, and (iii) 
(d + 1)~~ - p’ for e > k, pe-” / (d + 1). 
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We have 
dpk - pe = dtpt + ... + (dk - 1)~” + (p - l)pk-’ + ... + (p - I)$“. 
Since dk - 1 # p - 1, it follows for those sequences 71 containing i, , jr with 
i, < K < jr that &,+, = 0. Hence B(T) = 0 and the term in the sum is 0. So in 
calculating AdDk+ using Lemma 2.8 we can decompose each sequence 1 < 7 < 
t~1sothat~=y~Swhere1~y~KandK+1~8~t+lI.Infact,since 
there are no terms in the base p expansion of dpk - pe for p-powers less than e, 
we can restrict y so that e < y < k. For such a y, B(y) = 1. Therefore according 
to our inductive hypothesis and Lemma 2.7 we have 
k-l 
f&k+? = c A(Y) . n w3"-1 * hk(P1 . A@) W) fi u3"z. 
e<'<k z=n Z=k+l 
k+lQ<t+l W(Y) zms, 
In computing Adgk+c+9Y for v < e < k, we note that if 71 = {ii ,...., jU} and 
i1 < e then B(r)) = 0. Thus we can restrict attention to those sequences 17 such 
that e < 7 < t + 1. Therefore 
AdP~-pe+Pv = q‘3 fldpLpc . 
The final term is A(d+l)P~+ for e > k such that pe-7c j (d + 1). The e’s for 
which pe-c / (d + 1) are precisely those for which dk = ... = deeI = p - 1; 
that is /?k,e = 1. For each such e, 
(d + l)pL -pp” = d,p* + ... + d,pe 
and 
Consequently, (2.7) yields 
where 
k-l 
Bl = u3 c A(Y) . j-J MSY hk(cY1 . A(S) B(S) fi hl(Od” 
l$Y<k I=1 Z=k+l 
k+lgs<t+l W(Y) zwcs, 
(2.9) 
k-l 
i&=-t C a, 
2<e<k 
e<T<k &) ' E hZ(8-’ ' h&?"-' 
k+ls&t+l zwk.4 
Z=k+l 
zwcs) 
(2.10) 
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e<k 
!J<e 
k-l 
A(T) . fl h,(,p . h,(,pl 
e<n<i: z=e 
k+l<F<t+l 14l-(?l) 
Z=k+l 
Z$z-(S) 
We will use the next calculation twice to combine certain summands in (2.9) 
and (2.10). For sequences 1 < y < k it is a simplification of the h-terms corre- 
sponding to y in those equations. 
Let us fix a sequence y with 1 < y < k. If y = {ir ,j, ,..., j,> write i = ii , 
j = jr and 7 = {ia ,..., j,}.Ify= @,letT= mandi=k,j=R+l.Then 
k-l 
l,=l 
W(Y) 
k-l 
k-l 
= 45) n W)P--l 
l=j 
z4rtli) 
(2.13) 
by Lemma 2.5. In the special case y = o the right side of (2.13) equals h,(t). 
Thus if we combine in (2.9) and (2.10) all terms withy = ,@ we obtain: 
x A(s) Bts) hk(t)dli f, hL(t)dL. (2.14) 
k+l@<t+l Z=k+l 
W(6) 
This is almost the correct answer in Lemma 2.8; however in the desired 
equation (2.8), the sequences 6 are chosen so that 1 < 6 < t + 1. Since we are 
calculating AdtBf+...+dk9k , a sequence 6 for which k < 6 < t + 1 does not hold 
has B(S) = 0 and contributes nothing to the sum. What must still be added to 
(2.14) in order to obtain the right side of (2.8) are terms for sequences beginning 
at k. But in (2.12) if we let y = {k, e}, thenflk,eaeak[ = A(y) B(y). The sequences 
6 = y u 7 are exactly the ones such that k < 6 < t + 1 and ii = k. Thus 
adding 9, to (2.14) gives: 
k<;t+l 4s) w ri u5P .-. 2-k 
zwcs) 
which is the desired answer. 
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What is left to be shown is that the remaining terms sum to 0. We have 
disposed of terms in (2.12), and those in (2.9) and (2.10) with y = o . So we now 
fix y = 5 u +I with 5 = {i, j} and r] = {i2 ,..., jJ. For a given 6, the y terms of 
(2.9) and (2.10) total 
I+I 
W) A(Y) n h(tyl . hkw-l . 46) B(S) fi W)“” 
Z=l Id+1 
zerc-/) 19rY8) 
k-l 
- 5 c +4(y) rJ h&y . h&p’ . A(S) W) fi w)d”. 
z<e<JL l=e Z=k+l 
w-r(v) z4r(8, 
By (2.13), this equals 
Now A( 5) = qzj~. so (2.15) cancels with the corresponding term in (2.11) with 
v = i and e = j. In this fashion the remaining terms cancel and Lemma 2.8 
is proved. B 
To conclude the proof of Theorem 2.4 we must show that h,(X) is both the 
characteristic and minimal polynomial of S = ad s. To do this, it is no loss to 
assume that F is algebraically closed since the characteristic and minimal 
polynomials of ads remain unchanged when s is viewed as an element of the 
algebra Ln(f) defined over any field containing F. 
We proved earlier that each eigenspace of S is one dimensional. It therefore 
follows that the characteristic and minimal polynomials of S are equal. Also, by 
Corollary 2.11, each eigenvalue of S is a root of h,(X). Conversely, if [ is any root 
of h,(X), define y>!E = C hiyi EL using (2.8) to define Xi when i = - 1 modp and 
using (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) to define the remaining Xi . Since (2.8) yields h,,_t = 
h,(t) = 0, our earlier calculations show that S(U~) = &“p and thus the roots of 
h,(e) are exactly the eigenvalues of S. 
If a, f 0, then h,(X) has distinct roots and thus h,(X) is the characteristic 
polynomial of S by degree considerations. 
Now suppose an = 0, and let k be the largest integer such that ak # 0. Then 
s is in the subalgebra spanned by y-i ,..., yDkVz and on that space, h,(X) is the 
minimal polynomial of S by the above. Since all eigenvalues of S are roots of 
h,(X) = hk(X)pnmk, they are roots of h,(X). Thus the characteristic polynomial 
of S divides hk(X)* for some t and hence hk(S)t = 0. Now t > pnek since the 
degree of the minimal polynomial of S is 9”. For i > 1 let 
Mi = (y EL 1 h,(Sp’(y) = O}. 
Then Mi is a subalgebra of L,(f) containing y-, ,..., yntPe . Since it contains y-r 
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it has the form (y-r ,..., y+a) for some q, by [2, Theorem 2.8 (c)l. Since h,(S) 
is nilpotent of degree at least pn--lc, 
l”lnpk > ... > Ml > (y-, ,..., y,& 
It must be that Mj = (yhl ,..,, ~+-a) and MnPk = L. Thus h,(S) = 
h,c(S)l’“-k = 0. Since the minimal polynomial of 5’ has degree pn, it must be 
k@3 I 
COROLLARY 2.12. LetL,(f) b e e ne over the jield F of characterestic p > 2. d$ d 
Then each element of the form 
s = x1 + f aeYpe-2 
63=1 
with a, E F and a, # 0 spans a one-dimensional Cartan subalgebra. Also, the 
characteristic polynomial of ad s is 
h,(X) = XD’” - (alX)PnW1 - ... - (a,-,X)” - a,X. 
COROLLARY 2.13. Let L = L,(f) b e e ne over F of characteristic p > 2. If dji d 
F is in$nite and n > 1, then L has infinitely many conjugacy classes of one-dimen- 
sional Cartan subalgebras. If 1 F / = q < CO, there are at least qn-l such classes. 
Proof. Two elements sr and sa of the form 
s = y-1 + i aeYpe-2 
e=l 
with a, # 0 can span conjugate Cartan subalgebras only if ad psr and ad sa 
have the same characteristic polynomial for some nonzero p E F. If / F j = q < 03, 
there are q”-l(q - 1) such elements s, and all yield distinct characteristic poly- 
nomials. Since there are q - 1 possible values for p, there are at most q - 1 
possible s2 which span a subalgebra conjugate to that spanned by a given s, . 
This gives at least qn-l conjugacy classes. 
Now suppose F is infinite and consider only those elements s as above with 
a n= 1. Since the coefficient of X in the characteristic polynomial of ad ps is 
-/plan = -ypn-r, there are only finitely many p E F for which ad psr and 
ad s2 can have the same characteristic polynomial. Since n > 1, there are 
infinitely many choices for sr and the result follows. 1 
3. SUBALGEBRAS OF CODIMENSION 2 
InL = L,(f), let H be the span ofy, ,...,~~~-a and let M = {ZEL 1 [lC] C H). 
A result of our previous paper [2, Theorem 8.11 states that M has codimension 2. 
In this section we give an alternate description of M, and then show that if some 
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defining coefficient is non-zero and if the characteristic is p > 3, then M is the 
unique subalgebra of L,(f) of codimension 2. The uniqueness can be shown to 
fail for p = 3. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let L = L,(f) have defining coeficients 0~~ ,..., 01,~~ E F with 
char(F) = p > 2, and let y-1) y0 ,..., yanpn be the standard basis. Let H be the 
span ofro ,..., y,,-,andM={2~Lj[ZL]CH}.Then: 
(a) A basis for M is 
(b) F . yBne2 is the center of M and M = C(y+.J, the centralixer of y+.2 . 
(c) [LM] = H. 
Proof. The product [yiyi] = aijyi+j + Crl’ r ayb$)yi+j+ can fail to be in H 
only if it involves y-i . As we argued in the proof of Theorem 2.1, if ye1 occurs 
in [yiyi] with non-zero coefficient, then i = 0 and j = - 1 or pi - 1, or vice 
versa. So it follows that {yi 1 i > 1, i #pi - 1) CM. Now [ypVel + ~l”y-~, yO] = 
y+i + CzI: q,b$ll,0ysY-1-9u + ol y-l E H because b$-,,, = -1. Thus 
{yDy-r + (~,y-i 1 1 < v < 12 - 1) C k, and since the dimension of M is pn - 2, 
the elements listed in (a) indeed form a basis for M. 
To prove (c), we observe that it follows from (a) thaty, E [y-,M] for 0 < i < 
p” - 2. Since [yay+a] = -2~+~ + CzZ: ~~~~~~~~~~ , we have yPnP2 E [LM] 
and the proof of (c) is complete. 
By Lemma 2.6 we have ai,9n-z 3 0 modp for 1 < i < pn - 2, and bj:$-2 = 0 
modpforl <i<p”--2andl <v<n-I exceptfori=p”-l.Thus, 
[yiysfi-a] = 0 for all i with 1 < i < pn - 2 except when i has the formp’ - 1. 
Now [y+r, Y,~-~] = +z,,ypn-s = -~,,[y-r , y,,-,I. Therefore all the basis 
vectors of M lie in C( ys~-s). Since no non-zero linear combination of y-i , y0 lies 
in C(yDsP2), we have M = C(ypn-a) as desired. 
To prove the rest of (b), suppose z is central in M. Write z = 2 yiya . By 
subtracing an appropriate multiple of yPn--2 from z, we may assume yDfi-s = 0. 
We show that z = 0. If not, suppose ylc f 0 with k as large as possible. The 
coefficient of yk+r in [y,x] is yka,, and thus 0 = alk = (k + 2)(k - 1)/2 and 
k=lork=-2modp.Thuspn-2-k+-lmodpandsincek<pn--2, 
we havey,,-a-, E M. 
We compute the coefficient of yssP2 in [x, y9~+J and observe that the result 
must be zero. The maximality of k thus yields 
and 
Ykak,pn-k-2 - -0 
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Since (@-‘) = (-1) i modp for 0 < j < p” - 1, this is a contradiction and (b) 
follows. i 
To obtain the fact that M is the unique subalgebra of codimension 2 if 
char(F) > 3, we make use of the following known result. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let L be a simple finite dimensional Lie algebra and let M be a 
subalgebra. Let I(M) = {x E M / [XL] C M>. Then I(M) is a solvable ideal of M and 
iM/I(M) is isomorphic to a subalgebra of &(LIM). 
Proof. Since I(M) is the kernel of a natural homomorphism M --j. $(L/M), 
everything but the solvability of I(M) is immediate. Let T CI(M) be an ideal of 
M, minimal such that I(M)/T is solvable. Now 
_C [MT] C T. 
Thus if [TT] = T, we have [ TL] _C T and hence T = 0 by the simplicity of L. 
In this case I(M) is solvable. 
The remaining situation is where [TT] < T. However [TT] is an ideal of M 
and I(M)/[TT] is solvable. This contradicts the choice of T. a 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let M _C L,(f) be as in Theorem 3.1 and assume that some 
de$ning coe@cient 01, # 0. Let I(M) be as above. Then 
(a) yiEI(M)for2<i,<pn-2exceptwheni=y,pY- lorp+pfi-1 
for1 <v,p<n-1. 
(b) M/I(M) g 41(2, F). 
(c) M = I(M) + F . y1 + F * yne + F yzae-1. 
Proof. Since L = M + F . y,, + F . y-r , it follows that for m E M, we have 
m E I(M) if [y-lm] E M and [Yom] E M. Take m = yi with 2 < i < p” - 2 and 
i # pi - 1 for any v > 1. Then [yelm] = yipi and this lies in M if i is not of the 
form py. Also 
n-1 
b,ml = iyi + C ay~i-pv “=I 
and this lies in M except possibly when i - p” is zero or i or i - p” is of the 
form p” - 1. Part (a) now follows. 
Part (b) is a consequence of the proof of [2, Theorem 8.11, or it can be obtained 
directly by computing the matrix action m E M on L/M with respect to the basis 
consisting of the image of y-i and y0 in L/M and showing the matrices have trace 
zero. Using the fact that y+i 3 -01,y-i mod M we find 
Since these three matrices span crl(2, F), (c) follows. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let L = L,(f) and assume some dejining coe@ient 01, # 0. 
Suppose char(F) = p > 3. Then L has a unique subalgebra of codimension 2. 
Proof. Let M CL be the subalgebra of Theorem 3.1. Let N CL be any 
subalgebra of codimension 2. First we show that if I(M) _C N, then M = N. 
By Corollary 3.3(c), it suffices to show that y, , yne and yZPeel are in N. 
Since N has codimension 2, some linear combination ay-, + by,, + cyl E N 
with a, b, c E F, not all zero. Since p > 3, ya E I(M) c N by Corollary 3.3(a) and 
hence [(ay-, + by, + cy,), yZ] E N. Since ya E I(M) C N, we conclude that 
a[y-,y,] = ay, E N and SO if a # 0, we have y, E N as desired. If a = 0 we have 
[(by0 +LYA Y~~+J E N since ype+l E Wf). Also Y~*+~ E I(M) and ype+Z--PY E I(M) 
for 1 < v < e. Thus b[yoyDe+J E N. Since yDB+l-D,v E I(M) for 1 < Y < e and 
b(e) 
o,pe+1 = 1, we conclude that by1 E N andy, E N if b # 0. In the remaining case, 
a = 0, b = 0 and c + 0 and hence yi E N. 
By a similar argument, we show that ype E N. We have ay-, + by, + cyDe E N 
for some a, b, c E F, not all zero. If a f 0, compute [(aye1 + by, + cyBe), ype+J 
and conclude ypc EN. (Note that [yoyse+J EN since we now know yi EN.) If 
a = 0 and b # 0, compute [(by, + cyyL), yZDa] and obtain the result. 
We use this argument once again to show yZgeel E N. Find ay-, + by, + 
cyaDe-i E N and compute [(q-r + by, + cyZpe-r), yZge] to obtain yzae-r EN if 
a # 0. (This uses yse E N so that [yoy2De] E N.) If a = 0, compute [(by0 + 
cyZp.-i), ya+J and obtain the result. 
Now suppose f(M) $ N. Note that 1(M) + (M n N) + I(N) is a subalgebra 
of L since [I(M C M n N. 
Case 1. M + N < L. In this situation, M n N has codimension 1 in M and 
since l(M) g N, we have I(M) + (M n N) = M. Thus 
Since L has no subalgebra of codimension 1 by Theorems 3.2 and 4.6 of [2], we 
conclude that M = I(M) + (M n N) + I(N) and thus 1(N) C 111. 
Now write U = I(M) n N = I(M) n (M n N). Then Uis an ideal of M n N 
and 
(M n W/U z ((M n N) + Wf))/I(M) 
= M/I(M) 
E ol(2, F) 
which is simple. Since I(N) is an ideal of M n N and U is a maximal ideal we 
conclude that either I(N) L U or I(N) + U = M n N. In the latter case, 
42, F) s (M n N)/U z I(N)@(N) n U) 
and this is a contradiction since I(N) is solvable by Lemma 3.2. Thus I(N) 5 U. 
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Now M n N has codimension 3 in L and thus U has codimension 6 in L. 
Therefore, since Z(N) C U, we have 
dim(N/Z(N)) > dim(N/U) = 4 
and since N/Z(N) is isomorphic to a subalgebra of &(2, F) we must have equality 
above. It follows that Z(N) = U and thus N C N(U), the normalizer. Further- 
more, by definition of Z(N), we see that [MU] C N. Since U C Z(M), we also have 
[MU] 2 Z(,11) and thus [MU] C N n Z(M) = U. Therefore MC N(U) and 
since N(U) is a subalgebra containing both M and N, we conclude that N(U) = L 
and U is an ideal of L. Thus U = 0 and dim L = 6, a contradiction. 
Case 2. JZ + N = L. Let W be the (unique) subspace of n/Z maximal with 
the property that [NW] C II’. Then [LW] = [MI&‘] + [NW] C M and 
[N[LW]] C [LW]. By the definition of W, it follows that [LW] C W. The sim- 
plicity of L then yields IJ’ = 0 and thus M contains no non-zero ideal of N. In 
particular, Z(N) $ M since dim(N/Z(N)) < 4 and dim L > 6. 
Now Z(M) $ M n N and Z(N) g (M n N) + Z(M) and thus the subalgebra 
S = Z(M) - (Al n N) + Z(N) has codimension <2. If the codimension is 2, 
then since Z(AZ) _C S, the first part of the proof yields S = M. This is a contra- 
diction since Z(N) $ M. Thus S has codimension <l. By [2, Theorems 3.2 and 
4.61 again, we conclude that L = S = Z(M) + (M n N) + I(N). 
We have Z(M) + N = L and since M 2 Z(M) we conclude that M = Z(M) + 
(M n 1V7). Let U = Z(M) n N = Z(M) n (Mn N). Then 
(M n N)/U g M/Z(M) s 42, F) 
which is simple. Write V = Z(N) n M. Then V is an ideal of M n N and since 
U is a maximal ideal, we either have I’ 2 U or I’ + U = M n N. In the latter 
case 
42,F) g (M n N)/U s V/V n U. 
Since Z(N) is solvable, so is V/V n U and this is a contradiction. We conclude 
that IT 2 Z’. 
Since 1.’ C Z(M), we now have [VNj C M by the definition of Z(M). Since 
V _C Z(N), we conclude that 
[VN]CMnI(N) = V. 
Because I’ C AZ, it follows by the first paragraph of this case that V = 0. Since 
M n Z(N) = Y = 0, we must have dimZ(N) < 2. Since dim(N/Z(N)) < 4 
and N has codimension 2, this yields dimL < 8 which is a contradiction and 
completes the proof. 1 
We mention that when p = 3, iI!Z is not necessarily the unique subalgebra of 
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coedimension 2 in L = L,(f). F or instance, take n = 2 and let the defining 
coefficient 01~ = 1. Calculation shows that for each y E F, 
N = F’) i- F - (~1 + ~3) + F . (~3 + YJ + F . (r-1 + yo + rrl) 
is a subalgebra of codimension 2. (Here, I(M) is the span of y-i i- yn + y5, 
y4, ys andy, .) In fact, for each y, the subalgebra N has a center of dimension 1, 
namelyF . z where x = y-i + ya + 2y, + y5 + ys + yy, . Furthermore, taking 
y = 2, there is an automorphism u ofL with u(y-J = 2y-, and cr(y,) = z. (This 
uniquely defines g since y-r and y, generate L.) Then 
u(M) = u(C(y,)) = C(z) = N 
and thus M is not even characteristic in this case. 
We close this section with a few remarks. In our previous paper [2], we showed 
in Theorem 7.1 that if L is a Lie algebra of dimension p* over a perfect field of 
characteristic p > 2, and x EL is s.c.a.n. (self-centralizing ad-nilpotent), then 
L s L,(f) for some f. In the case that there is no subalgebra of codimension 1, 
the proof of this result involved the very tedious construction of a basis x = y-i , 
y0 ,..., yPn-a such that equation (1.2) holds for this basis with respect to some set 
of defining coefficients. 
By the results of this section it follows that given a s.c.a.n. element x E L,( f ), 
there is an easy way to find the associated basis as above when p > 3. Simply 
choose any non-zero element x in the center of the canonical subalgebra of 
codimension 2. By Theorem 3.1(b), we must have yen-a = hx for some h E F. 
Since y-i = x, we have yi = A (ad x) pn-a-i(s) and because h is determined by the 
equation x = y-r = X (ad x)p”-l(z), it follows that the full basis is quickly and 
uniquely recovered when x is given. Unfortunately, there seems to be no way 
to use this observation to simplify the proof of [2, Theorem 7.11. 
Finally, we locate M, H and the center of M with respect to the group basis 
of the Albert-Zassenhaus algebra L(G, 0) s L,( f ). Let H,, = {C a,,~, 1 a, E F, 
C a, = 0). Then H,, is a hyperplane in L(G, 0) and we let MO = {I EL / [IL] C 
HO}. Then M,, is clearly a subalgebra of L and it is immediate to check that 
I = C b,u, lies in M,, if 
c ob,, =0 and C (1 - O(u))b, = 0. 
0 0 
(3.1) 
It follows that &‘a has codimension <2. 
Now suppose p > 3 and 0 # hJ for X E F so that L(G, 0) is not Zassenhaus 
(Theorem 2.1(d).) Then by the results of this section, we have MO = M and 
H = [ML] C H,, so that H = H,, . Furthermore, if we let z = C ur, we 
compute that I = C b,u, centralizes z if (3.1) holds. It follows that C(z) = M 
and thus F . z is the center of M. 
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4. AN INVARIANT 
Suppose char(F) = p > 3. In this section we find a numerical invariant of the 
algebra L,(f) which can be computed directly from the defining coefficients 
We use the invariant to show that there are at least n isomorphism classes of 
L,(f) algebras. 
Throughout this section, let L = L,(f) have defining coefficients 
011 >..‘> an-1 E F. For 1 < e < 71, we will focus on the specific algebras L = &(e) 
where (Y, = 0 for v < e and 01, = 1 for v > e. (In particular, Qa(n) = L,(O) = 2, .) 
We shall show that the Q,(e) are pairwise nonisomorphic, thereby giving the 
promised 1z isomorphism classes. (We mention that in fact we already know that 
L,(O) is not isomorphic to any L,(f) h aving a non-zero defining coefficient by 
[2, Theorem 4.61). 
Let yk , y. ,..., yDn-a be the standard basis for L and let 2 = F . yDn-s and 
M = C(Z). By Theorem 3.1, M is a subalgebra of L of codimension 2 and 2 is 
the center of M. If some 01, # 0, then since p > 3, Theorem 3.4 yields that M 
is the unique subalgebra of codimension 2 and hence Z and M are invariants ofL. 
If all 01, = 0, then M is not the unique subalgebra of its dimension, but never- 
theless, it is an invariant. To see this, recall that M = {I EL 1 [IL] C H}, where H 
is the span of {yi / i > 01. Since all 01, = 0, we see that H is a subalgebra of L 
and by [2, Corollary 3.41, H is the unique subalgebra of codimension 1. The 
uniqueness of H yields the desired invariant definitions of M and its center Z. 
We construct certain subspaces V, CL as follows: V, = Z and V, = [LV,-,] 
for k > 0. Since Z can be invariantly defined, it follows that the V, are invariants 
of L also. 
LEMMA 4.1. We have 
(a) I’, C V,,, for k 2 1. 
(b) V,,, = L for some integer m. 
(c) [MU,] c v, for k > 0. 
Proof. To prove (a) by induction, it suffices to show V, C V, . However 
v, = [LZ] = [[LL]Zj c [[LZ]L] = [V,L] = V, . 
By (a) and the finite dimensionality ofL we have V, = V,,, for some m. Thus 
V, is an ideal and by simplicity V, = L. (We have V,, 2 V, = [LZ] > 0.) 
Finally, (c) follows by induction since [MVo] = 0 and for R > 0 we have 
[MVJ = [M[LV+,]] C [LV?-,] + [L[MV,-,]I = V, . 1 
Since Vn’,, = L for some m > 0, there exists a least integer 4 > 0 with Z 2 V, . 
(Note that Z = V, is not necessarily contained in Z’, .) Then 4 = q(L) is an 
invariant of L. We shall show that if L = en(e), then q(L) = p”-“. 
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We introduce some further notation. Write D = ady_, so that 0~~ = yip,, 
for 0 < i < pn - 2 and D”” = 0. Let 
n-1 
G= c ay,Dpy. 
“=l 
Then D and G are commuting derivations ofL. Of course, they are not invariants. 
DEFINITION 4.2. An ordered pair (r, s) of nonnegative integers is admissible 
for L provided 
(a) r + s = n. 
(b) lPV is a linear combination of 
{Dfl’ / i < r} u {Gpi j i < rj. 
(c) Gns is a linear combination of 
{Dp’ 1 i < s} u {Gp” 1 i < s). 
We stress that since the Di are linearly independent for 0 < i < p”, the 
problem of finding an admissible pair when given a set of defining coefficients is 
really one of finding certain identities in a truncated polynomial algebra, and has 
nothing to do with the fact that D and G are derivations of a Lie algebra. For 
example, if L = QJe), then G = D”’ + DP”+’ + ... + Dp7’-l and so G” = 
Dp”t’ + . + @-l = G - DPe. Thus DP’ = G - Gp, Since also Gpnme = 0, 
we see that (e, n - e) is an admissible pair for Qn(e). (Note that this holds even 
when e = n since then G = 0.) We shall show (Theorem 4.7) that in fact an 
admissible pair always exists, for any set of defining coefficients. 
If (r, s) is an admissible pair and t = min(r, s), it follows that there exist 
polynomials (in fact, p-polynomials) d, g EF[X~ of degree <pt, not both zero, 
such that d(D) = g(G). We can use the pair (r, s) and the polynomials d and g 
to determine the invariant q(L). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (r, s) be an admissible pair for L. Then q(L) E {p”, p”}. If 
r # s, let t = min(r, s) and d, g EF[X], not both zero, with d(D) = g(G) and 
such that d and g have degrees <pt. Then q(L) = pt iff g( 1) # 0. 
COROLLARY 4.4. For the algebraL = Qn( ) e we have q(L) = pn-‘. Inparticular, 
the Q%(e) are pairwise nonisomorphic for 1 < e < n. 
Proof. We have seen that (e, n - e) is admissible for Q%(e), and thus q = q(L) 
satisfies q = p” or q = p’“-“. If e < n - e, we have t = e and since DPe = 
G - GP we can take d(X) = Xp’ and g(X) = X - Xp. Then g(1) = 0 and so 
q # pt. Thus q = p”-” in this case. 
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Now suppose e > n - e so that t = n - e. We have Gflnee = 0 and so we 
can take d(X) = 0 and g(X) = Xpn-‘. Then g(1) # 0 and so q = pt = p”-“. 
In the remaining case, where e = n - e, we certainly have q = p”-“. 1 
We now work toward a proof of Theorem 4.3. Since (r, s) is assumed to be 
admissible, we have four p-polynomials di , g, , da , g, EF[XJ with 
deg d, = p’ deg gl G P’ 
deg d, < p” degg, = P” 
(4.1) 
and such that 
4(o) = g,(G) and d,(D) = g,(G). (4.2) 
(We allow the possibilities d, = 0 and g, = 0.) Working in the polynomial ring 
F[X, Y], we define the ideals 
R = %Y Yl . (4(x) - .G’N 
S = CC Yl . (d,(X) - gd 9. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let W be the space of polynomials in F[X, Y] spanned by 
(XuY” 1 0 < u < p’, 0 < v < p”). Then 
(a) F[X,Y]= lV+R+S. 
(b) (R + S) n W = 0. 
(c) R + S = {h EF[X, Y] 1 h(D, G) = 0). 
(d) If h E R + S has total degree <p’” where m = max(r, s), then h E R if 
r <sandhESifs <r. 
Proof. If (a) is false, choose a monomial XUYV q? W + R + S w-ith u + v 
minimal, and subject to this condition, with u minimal. Now Yps is congruent 
mod S to a linear combination of Xi and Yj with i, j < 9’. Thus if v >, ps, we 
see that XUYQ is congruent mod S to a linear combination of monomials with 
total degree < u + v. This forces XUYV E W + R + S. This is a contradiction 
and we conclude v < ps. 
Because of the asymmetry of the hypotheses on r and s, we cannot immediately 
conclude that u < pr. However, X”’ is congruent mod R to a linear combination 
of Xi and Yi with i < pr and j < p’. Thus if u 2 p’, then XUY” is congruent 
mod R to a linear combination of monomials XUoY”o with u0 + z,, < u + v and 
u,, < u. The choice of XUYv now yields a contradiction which proves (a). 
Now F[D] is an (associative) algebra of operators on L which has dimension p”. 
Let @:F[X, Y] +F[D] be the evaluation map: O(h) = h(D, G); and observe 
that 0 maps ontoF[D]. Since R + S C ker 0, part (a) yields that O(W) = F[D] 
and dim O(W) = p”. However, dim W = p’ps = p” and hence W n ker 0 = 0. 
It follows that ker 0 = R + S and (b) and (c) are proved. 
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To prove (d), let k < pm and let U CF[X, Y] be the space of all polynomials 
of total degree \ck. We compute the dimensions of certain spaces of polynomials 
as the cardinalities of appropriate sets of pairs of nonnegative integers. A basis for 
U n R is (XiYj(d,(X) - gr(Y)) 1 i + j < k - pr}. Thus 
dim( U n R) = /{(i,j) 1 i + j < k - pr}j 
and similarly 
dim(Un S) = I{(;,j) 1 i+j < R -p”>j. 
We also have 
dim(Un IV) = i((i,j) I i+-j < k,i -cp’,j <p”}l 
dim(U) = I{(i,j) I i + j < k}I. 
Now if Y < s, then k < ps and it follows from the above that 
dim( U n R) + dim( U n W) = dim(U). 
Since R n W = 0 by (b), we conclude that 
(Un R) + (Un W) = U. 
Intersecting this with R + S yields U n R = U n (R + S) by (b) again. 
Similarly, if s < Y, then U n S = U n (R + S) and this completes the proof 
of(d). I 
We shall say that 1 EL is p-homogeneous for k, where k is an integer, if 1 lies in 
the span of those yi with i E k mod p. Since uei - i mod p and b$ = 1 if 
i >p~ - 1, we have 
[yoyil = iyi + G(Y,). 
Therefore, if 1 is p-homogeneous for k, then 
[y&l = kZ + G(Z) = (G + k)Z. 
Note that (G + k)Z is itself p-homogeneous for k and so it follows for ZJ > 0 that 
(ady8’V) = (G + 4”W 
when 2 is p-homogeneous for k. 
LEMMA 4.6. For k > 1, V, is spanned by 
{D”(G - 2)7ypnJ I 0 < u + ‘u < 4. 
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Proof. Since L = h4 + Fy-, + Fy, , it follows from Lemma 4.1 that 
V kil = V, + [Y-~V,] + [yol/‘,] for k 2 1 and V, = F. [y-,z] f F . [ygz] 
where z = ysne2 . Therefore, V, is spanned by elements of the form 
wherenz < kandli =y-,ory,forl <i<m. 
Since (ad y,)(ady-,) = (ad y-,)(ad y,) - (ady-,), it follows that elements of 
the above spanning set are all linear combinations of elements of the form 
(ad y_,)“(ad y,)% with 1 < u + ZI < k. However, z is p-homogeneous for -2 
and it follows that (ady,,)% = (G - 2)“z. The result now follows. [ 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. For k 3 1, Lemma 4.6 yields that 2 C V, iff there 
exist scalars /I,, E F such that 
where z = Y~,,-~ . Since the Diz span L, and D and G commute, this is equivalent 
to 
c P,,D”(G - 2)” = 1. (4.3) 
O<u+v<h 
In particular, (4.3) holds when k has the value q = q(L). We write this case of 
(4.3) in the form h(D, G) = 0 where 
h(X, Y) = 2 ,Q,P(Y - 2)” - I. 
O<UiC<fl 
Now let dr , g, , da and g, be as in (4.1) and (4.2). Then by Lemma 4.5(c), 
there exist jr , js EF[X, Y] with 
We substitute X = 0 and Y = 2 in the polynomial identity (4.4) and obtain 
- 1 = W’,2) = -h(O> 2) g,(2) -MO, 2) g,(2) (4.5) 
since 4(O) = 0 = d,(O) because the di are p-polynomials. It follows that either 
g,(2) # 0 or g,(2) -f 0. 
Now suppose gi(2) = p # 0, for i = 1 or 2. Since gi is a p-polynomial, we have 
g,(G - 2) = g,(G) - /3 . 1 = di(D) - p . 1 and 
This is an equation of type (4.3) with k = p’ if i = 1 and k = ps if i = 2. This 
showsthatZCVD’,,andq<prifi= landZCV+andq<psifi==2. 
481/57/2-j 
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Suppose now that r < s so that by the above, we have q < p”. Assume 
q # ps. By Lemma 4.5(d) we have h EF[X, Y](dr(x) - g,(Y)) and we may 
assumefa(X, Y) = 0 in (4.4). Then by (4.3, we havegr(2) # 0 and so q < pT by 
the preceding paragraph. On the other hand, the total degree of h(X, Y) must be 
apr by (4.4) since fi = 0, and thus q 2 pr. We have now shown that if Y < s, 
then q E {p’, ps> and that q = p7 iff g,(2) # 0. Similarly, ifs < Y, then q E {p’, p”} 
and q = pS iff g,(2) = 0. 
Now suppose Y # s, t = min(r, s) and d and g are any polynomials of degree 
<pt such that d and g are not both zero and d(D) = g(G). By Lemma 4S(c, d) 
44 - g(Y) EFK YIMX) - G’N 
where i = 1 if t = Y and i = 2 if t = s. Comparison of degrees now yields that 
d(X) - g(Y) is a nonzero scalar multiple of d,(X) - gi( Y) and thus g(1) # 0 
iff gi( 1) # 0. Since gi is a p-polynomial, we have g,(l) # 0 iff ga(2) # 0 and the 
result follows. m 
We summarize our position at this point. Given an algebra L = L,(f), 
we have defined an invariant q(L). If we can produce an admissible pair (r, s) 
for L (and the associated polynomials whose existence is implied by Definition 
4.2(b, c)), then we can use it to compute q(L). Furthermore, the construction of 
an admissible pair depends only on the defining coefficients; and for certain 
values of these coefficients (such as for QJe)) t i is easy to obtain an admissible 
pair. The next result shows that an admissible pair always exists. In fact, its proof 
can be viewed as an inductive algorithm for the construction of admissible pairs 
and thus for the evaluation of q(LJf)). 
THEOREM 4.7. An admissible pair (r, s) exists for L = L,(f ). 
Proof. We work in F[D] (which, as was pointed out earlier, is essentially just 
a truncated polynomial algebra). Let T: F[D] +F[D] be the map X-t Xp. 
For integers m 3 0, let 9(m) and 9(m) denote the spans of {Dpi 1 i < m} and 
{Gp’ 1 i < m} respectively. If m < 0, write 9(m) = 0 = 9(m). 
We construct a sequence of integers n = a, > a, > ... > uk: inductively 
such that 
+(D) E~(u, - 1) + S(n - al-r) (4.6) 
a, 3 12 - al-, (4.7) 
for 1 < 1 < k. Suppose we already have a,. Since DP” = 0, we have all 
+(G) E 5@(n - 1) and so 
Peak(G) E 9(m) + S(n - uk - 1) (4.8) 
for some m < n - 1. Choose m minimal with - 1 < m < n - 1 such that 
condition (8.8) holds. 
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First suppose m > n - ak . We show that we can take ak+l = m. To do this, 
we need m < ak so suppose m > ak . Then for some 1 with 1 < 1 < k, we have 
a,-, > m 3 a, . Then 
T”(D) E 7m-az(9(al - 1) + %(n - alwl)) 
C9(m - 1) + Y(n - a,-, + m -a,) 
by condition (4.6). However, 
and thus 
12 - al-, + m - a, < n - a, < n - ak 
B(m) C 9(m - 1) + 9(n - a, - 1) 
and this contradicts the minimality of m. Thus m < aK as desired. 
We need to show that ak+l = m satisfies conditions (4.6) and (4.7). By con- 
dition (4.8) and the fact that 
T”-“~(G) #LB(m - 1) + Y(n - aR - l), 
it follows that 
F(D) E SB(m - 1) + 9(n - ak) 
and this proves (4.6). Our assumption that m > n - ak yields (4.7). 
The sequence a,, > a, > ... > ak cannot continue indefinitely since by 
condition (4.7), we have a, > n - akP1 > 0. Eventually, therefore, the situation 
where m < n - ak must be reached. Now let r = ak and s = n - ak . Then 
Y, s > 0 and we claim that (r, S) is admissible. Certainly r + s = n. If k = 0, 
then aK = n and (r, S) = (n, 0). In this case m = -1 and (4.8) yields G = 0 
and conditions (b) and (c) of Definition 4.2 clearly hold. If k > 0 then 
n - akpl < ak = r and taking I = k in (4.6) yields 
T’(D) E B(r - 1) + 9(r) 
which is condition (b) of the definition. Also m < s and (4.8) yields 
TS(D) E LB(s - 1) + S(S - 1) 
which is condition (c). 1 
5. ISOMORPHISMS 
Let F be algebraically closed of characteristic p > 3. Wilson [7] has proved 
that there are at most n - 1 isomorphism classes of Lie algebras H(2 : m : 0)(s) 
of dimension pn over F. By [2, Theorem 8. l] we know that every&(f) algebra 
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over F is either Zassenhaus or is isomorphic to some H(2 : m : @)t2). It follows 
that there are at most n isomorphism classes of&(f) algebras. On the other hand, 
by Corollary 4.4, the L,(f) lg b a e ras of type Qa(e) for 1 < e < n are pairwise 
nonisomorphic. Combining these facts we have the following. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let F be algebraically closed of characteristic p > 3. The 
following are equivalent for Lie algebras L over F: 
(i) dim L = p” and L is isomorphic to an algebra of type H(2 : m : D)(f). 
(ii) L is isomorphic to an Albert-Zassenhaus algebra L(G, 0) for some sub- 
group G _C F+ with / G 1 = p” and some 0 E Hom(G, F+) with 0 not of the form 
hI for any X E F. 
(iii) L is isomorphic to an algebra of type L,( f ) having some nonzero defining 
coefficient. 
(iv) L z Qn(e) for some e, 1 < e < n. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 2.1 and the above remarks, the only additional 
comment necessary is that an L,(f) algebra is Zassenhaus iff all defining coeffi- 
cients are zero. This is [2, Theorem 4.61. 1 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let L = L,(f) be defined over an algebraically closed field F 
of characteristic p > 3. Let q(L) = p”. Then L g Qn(n - u). 
Proof. There are exactly n isomorphism classes of algebras of type L,(f) 
over F. Since the Qn(e) for 1 < e < n are representatives for these classes, we have 
L g Qn(e) for some e. Comparison of q-values yields e = n - u. 1 
Given any L%(f) algebraL in terms of its defining coefficients, one can actually 
compute q(L) by Theorems 4.7 and 4.3. By Theorem 5.2 then, one can explicitly 
determine which Q&e) algebra is isomorphic to L. 
We next describe an Albert-Zassenhaus realization of the algebras Q%(e). Let 
r = GF( p”)+ C F+ so that I’ is the set of roots of Xp” - X = 0. For 1 < e < n, 
let 0,: I’ + F+ be defined by 
so that 0, is a homomorphism. (Note that 0, x 0.) 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let P C F+ and 0, be as above. Then L(I, 0,) z Qn(e) and 
every Albert-Zassenhaus algebra L(G, 0) over F with ( G / = p” is isomorphic 
to a unique L(P, 0,) with 1 < e < n. 
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Prooj. It suffices to prove the first statement. By the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
in order to show that L(r, 0) g&(f), it suffices to have 
n-1 
O(0) = 1 o!“hb,(U) 
ia=1 
where the 01, are the defining coefficients of L,(f) and 
h,(X) = X”” - (alX)J’“-’ - “. - (U”X). 
Here, the a, are determined by the condition that r is the set of roots of h,(X). 
Therefore ai = 0 for 1 < i < n - 1 (and a, = 1) and so h,(a) = VP” for 
v < n - 1. Since the defining coefficients of Qn(e) satisfy 01, = 0 for v < e and 
01, = 1 for v >, e, the result follows. 1 
We close with some remarks concerning the connection between isomorphisms 
among the L,(f) and self-centralizing ad-nilpotent (s.c.a.n.) elements in these 
algebras. We continue the assumption that p > 3. Suppose dimL = pn and 
x EL is a s.c.a.n. element. Then there is a unique basis x = y-r , y. ,..., yQ9,-2 
such that equation (1.2) holds with respect to some set of defining coefficients 
Ml , 012 ,...> 01,-r . (See the discussion near the end of section 3.) Furthermore, the 
01~ are uniquely determined by (1.2) and we refer to 01~ , oip ,..., 01,-r as the coeffi- 
cients associated with x. In particular, the coefficients associated with y-r in 
Ln(f) are the defining coefficients. We have L g L,(f) iff the defining coefficients 
of L,(f) are associated with some s.c.a.n. element x EL. 
The above provides a method for establishing isomorphisms among L,(f) 
algebras directly, without appealing to Wilson [7]. It suffices to find s.c.a.n. 
elements x E L,(f) (other than y-r) and to compute their associated coefficients. 
Then the algebra having these as defining coefficients is isomorphic to the given 
algebra. For example, if L,(f) has defining coefficients 01~ , c+ ,..., 01,-r and 
x = y-r + ‘y3,, -I- ( 1 /2)r2y1 with y E F and y%, f 1, then one can show that 2c is 
s.c.a.n. and it is possible to compute the associated coefficients explicitly in terms 
of the 01~ . Using elements x of the above type, and also the s.c.a.n. elements 
hy-, for A # 0, one can construct enough isomorphims to prove that there are 
at most four isomorphism classes of La(f) a Ig b e ras. In order to use this technique 
to obtain the result that there are only n isomorphism classes of L,(f) algebras, 
one would have to produce additional s.c.a.n. elements. 
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